At Isarsoft we make every camera count. Isarsoft perception is a high-precision, AI-based video analytics solution for the analysis of traffic and passenger flows. With an IDP at Isarsoft you gain deep understanding of the challenges putting AI to work in embedded and/or server environments.

WHAT WE OFFER

> Machine Learning    > Hands-on Project    > Flat Hierarchies    > Team Spirit & Events

AVAILABLE PROJECTS

**Digital Twin**
Predict public transport occupancy
- Data Science
- ML

**Model Training**
Design, train & benchmark computer vision NN
- Deep Learning

**Backend**
Design and implement a high performance video processing pipeline
- HPC

**Frontend**
Design and implement a clean user-friendly UI
- React
- Typescript

YOUR PROFILE

> Informatics
> Experience in the project domain
> General project/git experience
> Drive
> Communication Skills

DETAILS

> Start: WS21/22 | Duration: 3 months
> Remote or at Office on TUM campus

APPLICATION

Send your CV to: hr@isarsoft.com
Learn more: www.isarsoft.com